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p.p.s a few more tips on the tube effects.. i was using the musket and ocd v.1. tried it in the blender
cabinet with the musket and everything was working fine. i then went to the rig and in the mixer i

was using the ocd v.2 and ended being in a complete mess. hi my name is karl dosen and i am
dealing with my first 7 string rig and i'm using not one, but two slash effects, now my main guitar is
a schecter m810 and i have a modified les paul specially made with digitech that is made for my rig,

and i've had the schecter 500c for years without playing it so i decided to bring it out for a little to
play with, and i wanted to get the sound of the vfw in my slash. but i got the same problem i would
get with any delay pedals and that was that the delay would sound like someone was playing drums

with the bass drum in a 4/4 timing, and there was no mids or highs at all, and my recording didn't
work and it was just like listening to my sounds through a filter. on top of that the wah wah pedal

that was used with the delay sounded to me like that was going on at all times when i played it, and
that really messed with my head. so i told someone i needed a complete new pedal set up, so i
bought 3 pedals (pioneer dv-r720, roland boss cs-5 and the new seven w/ all the remixes) and i

played using my m810 and i was really amazed at how powerful i could sound, and like all the mids
and highs, and the wah wah pedal was not going on at all. so i brought my guitar into the shop and
they explained to me they had to shorten the strings on my guitar to something like a low note of a

d, and they were a g, i swear to god if i knew what other notes were on there. the guy was as
surprised as i was that i could be making such great sounds with low notes, and all my harmonies

sounded right and i could even play some nice six-string lead parts, and i was surprised that in one
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day i could be sounding as good as i did with my schecter 500c even in the shop. so i told the guy
that you could not sell me anything that was not a clean sound, and any time i was not happy with
the tonal qualities i wanted he was to tell me what to change, and he was to use my monitors to

hear what i would like changed. once the pedal set up was done i then played my les paul guitar that
i have been playing for years with, and it has the original delay and i changed the whole pedal set up
to sound like the vfw pedal set up and then that pedal gave me the range of colors in the delays like
the ones you see in the photo in the guy's video, and it sounded real clean, and when i played with
my hero, and with my dj pro i just slammed that pedal. so my room is filled with all sorts of pedals,

and my amps are top models, and the few pedals i have are either really good or really good looking,
and they have the same pedals over and over, and i've had them for years and always found them to

be really well made and work very well, and i still do. so the first thing i wanted to do was use the
seven pedals, and they have to learn me what to do with those pedals so in the long run i would

have the pedal set up. even though the seven pedal isn't that strong yet, it's worth learning from an
experienced user about how to get the best from the pedals and the pedal set up.
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so, i dont own any pedal collection that is quite as well-equipped as your usual overdrive pedal
setups, but i do have a few pedals that are available in my collection. one thing i do to my pedals

when i come up with a new signature tone is to determine how many times a year it will be played.
that way, i know if it needs to be serviced or not. even if i dont play it that often, i'll go through them
every now and then to make sure its in tip-top shape. this way i can keep my collection serviced and
ready to go. here is a list of my signature pedals, and a short rundown of each: i'll have to go look it
up but i believe there was a book on the subject of overdrive pedals about 10-15 years ago. it would

be good to keep one in mind, considering how long your collection has been around. * the blaster
od-3 is one of my go-to overdrives, and it's a great bang for your buck. the only thing i wish it had is
a dual boost function, but i can get around that with a couple of the dbz46 stompboxes. * the boss
ds-1 and dd-3 are a pair of delays that are great for precise and organic delay effects. many people
use the ds-1 for the built-in intro delay, which lets you have pedals all the way through the delay, or
they might just use it a separate pedal set up for ambient/moody effects. * the dbz46 may be one of
my favorite overdrive pedals. it's a mid boost stompbox that mixes gjr with an aggressive texas-style
boost design for more headroom. it's pretty perfect for heavy distortion, crunch, or driving distortion.

i wish it had a monophonic boost setting, but i guess that's just me :) 5ec8ef588b
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